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Chapter 9
Rendezvous with Graf Spee
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The Battle of the River Plate
Shortly after we met HMS Ajax on Sunday forenoon December the l0th, she catapulted her Fairey
Seafox, which flew around a wide perimeter to ensure we weren't caught bending when both
ships stopped, and our sea-boats pulled from cruiser to cruiser with confidential
correspondence; in our case, mail we'd collected from Montevideo for the English cruiser. The
two cutters passed midway, with our oarsmen in shorts and singlets, working up a sweat at the
sight of theirs in long blues and jerseys - under a sun now making decks too hot for bare feet.
Later in the afternoon, while following Ajax, we watched her little floatplane being thrown
outboard again to find Morning Star, who was evidently carrying three officers for the Flagship;
but with oncoming dusk and no sign of the British steamer, the aircraft landed and was craned
on to its catapult for the night while our lads gathered in the canteen flat, waiting for the long
steel flap to be raised, revealing brightly-lit shelves newly stocked and smelling of toilet soap,
chewing gum, hair oils and creams, toothpastes, confectionery, and, 'Nutty' [confectionary],
packets upon packets of it, newly purchased and popular.
Night action stations - secure - uckers [navy slang for Ludo] in messdecks - buzzes [rumours]
among those who thrived on sensation. And signal after signal in morse code through operators'
phones, five-figure groups in endless sequence to be decoded or de-cyphered according to
prefix and priority; some deleting ships' names from code and cypher-books - Courageous, Royal
Oak, Rawalpindi; others adding big ships still on the stocks - Lion, Temeraire, Anson, Howe, Duke
of York, Prince of Wales; still other signals imparting information and Admiralty orders for
search-group commanders

There was probably one which arranged
our rendezvous with Exeter for 0600/12,
so that part of Tuesday forenoon saw
our three cruisers manoeuvring and
exercising with Achilles in the centre,
Ajax ahead under Commodore
Harwood's broad pennant at her
foremast peak, and I Exeter cutting flat
water in our eddying wake, slicing
through transparent blue bow-waves
when the squadron turned in
succession.
Flag-hoists later sent Exeter out on to

the horizon while Ajax and Achilles maintained station, exercising the purport of two brief signals
confirming the Commodore's intentions in case of action, as discussed earlier in the day when
he met his three captains aboard Ajax. One told Captain Woodhouse, Ajax, Captain Parry,
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Achilles, and Captain Bell, Exeter, that, 'My policy with three cruisers in company versus one
pocket battleship: attack at once by day or night.' It then detailed the tactics to be adopted. The
second signal instructed captains to 'act without further orders so as to maintain decisive gun
range.

Not much protection from anything on HMNZS Achilles upper bridge

Captain Parry circulated these intentions throughout our ship's company and we entered
darkness exercising night action until 2200, when the initial eagerness began to wear fairly
ragged. Those on watch were looking forward to midnight, when middle-watchkeepers would be
relieving them after only an hour and a half in the sack; others, such as Peter Trent and Stan
Keeley, turning in for the few hours before 0400 when they'd take over the 'morning' in the Main
W/T at the same time that Jack Robertshaw would be making his way to the bridge as duty
Yeoman of Signals . Colin Malcolm went below to check his cable-locker darkroom, ensuring that
his gallon jars of developer and fixer were secure, that the strips of negatives still hung safely
where he'd pegged them to dry, and that the boxes and boxes of prints were safely locked. He
wouldn't be required till dawn action stations. And so throughout Achilles: another night before
another day.

0345 came with the OOWs aboard each ship checking their station in respect to both other
cruisers steaming in total blackout in line ahead formation. junior rates from each part of ship
crept among sleeping messdecks with torches: 'Hey, Peter,' with a gentle shake of his shoulder,
'Wake up, Peter, ten minutes to four.'

Uh Uh thanks, Neville, yep, I'm awake,,' and then, while gathering his wits, 'You shake Stan?'

'Yes, there's only Frank Stennett' an unfinished sentence as he accidentally shook the wrong man
and disappeared ahead of a string of well-flavoured abuse, but within 15 minutes all
watchkeepers, had changed over and those now looking after Achilles were sipping cups of thick
hot kai while the men relieved were mostly fast asleep.

'Roll on my bloody Twelve,' in indignant invective at the alarm rattlers, Jeez, man, I've only just hit
the flamin' scratcher. Wish we'd see some bloody thing to make this worth while,' as P2's Stripey
grabbed for his faded and well-patched battledress overalls, leaving his hammock slung for quick
reoccupation, and rumbling off towards his port A/A gun with other awakening matelots
queueing at double light-trapped exits on to blacked-out upperdecks while some halfwit yelled,
'Schnell schnell, kommenhier enquicken, Raus! Raus!
Up in the DCT Lieutenant Dick Washbourn checked his gunnery positions smartly. Born in
Nelson in 1910, and educated at Nelson College, he entered the Royal Navy as a special entry
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candidate in 1928 and specialised in gunnery in 1936, being appointed to Excellent, the
Portsmouth Gunnery School, in 1938. He was now serving as our gunnery officer with very
definite ideas about its effective use, so much so that he'd insisted on almost daily gun-drill until
our rate of load and fire had long since exceeded that expected from our types of gun. His
enthusiasm had infected every turret and the nerve ends of every gunnery circuit in the ship. So
this morning, while going through the dawn, he acknowledged report after report that apparatus
was functioning correctly, that W/T remote-control circuits were operating, and that nothing
could be seen around our horizon through the big rangefinder. At 0540 action stations secured
and men scrambled back into their hammocks.

HMS Ajax
Peter Trent and Stan Keeley made for their messdeck, poured cups of tea and went up top to the
foc'sle, sitting port side on the long slatted seat along the recreation-room bulkhead, relaxing in
the sunrise.
Squinting while shading his eyes, Stan was asking Peter if he could see the haze where he was
pointing. 'Yep, it's smoke, Stan, and look over there: Ajax is signalling Exeter to investigate. As
they were both looking towards Exeter, she pulled out of line

with her stern sinking into a flurry of white water, heeling
slightly until on course with bow-waves rising and Flag N
whipping at the top yard above numeral flags 3-2-2, the
enemy's bearing. Both teacups went over the side as
Stan and Peter shot below with alarm rattlers urging
everybody back to their action stations.

More remarks from men tumbling out of hammocks,
cursing the Commodore and his goddam Ajax for their
lack of consideration, 'More crazy evolutions! 19 'Hell's
bloody bells, what's up now! 'Someone's got a hell of a
sense of humour.'
But in moments, as Pusser Hill took up his No 6
position on P2: 'Wow, man, that's a bit close to our
stern for a throw off' 'Exeter's doing a throw-off shoot.'
'Hell no, it's the bloody Scheer!' 'Get lost mate, don't
make me laugh ... by Christ, son, you're right! It is the
bloody Scheer!'

Guncrews stood aside when a signalman raced down
the signal bridge ladder with a flag under his arm
shouting: 'Make gun-crews way for the Digger Flag!',
rushing aft to the mainmast up which he hoisted our
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New Zealand ensign, right up to the peak, accompanied by loud cheers from all 4" gun-crews as,
for the first time, a New Zealand cruiser closed to engage an enemy.

Already on the bridge, Captain Parry who had remained there after 'Disperse' talking to Navi
until Washbourn climbed down from his DCT, agreed with his gunnery officer that the lookout's
call of 'Smoke bearing red one A oh' now showed through his binoculars as an unmistakable
pocket battleship's gunnery control tower and mast tops.

'My God, Guns, as they both looked at each other, 'it's a pocket battleship. Sound the alarm,
Pilot. Warn the engineroom that we'll be requiring full speed shortly and are going into action.'

As Guns climbed back to his DCT, Lieutenant Cowburn took over OOW to give all helm and
engine orders as required by the Captain, who now sat on his action stool issuing his first order:
'Open out to four cables from Ajax, Pilot, and keep loose formation. Weave when she fires at us
but don't use too much rudder.'

Chief Yeoman Martinson had just logged Exeter's flashed message when she reported at 0616,
'1 think it is a pocket battleship,' and her subsequent flag-hoist enemy report. Now he stood
talking to Yeoman Robertshaw while each cruiser deployed to take up its position for battle at
rehearsed speed to close the range, while Exeter made off westward to attack "Spey' from a
vastly different angle, to make her either split her gunnery or leave one of the British units
unengaged by main armament.
On the enemy ship it was thought they had met the High-Command-reported Montevideo
convoy, escorted by a cruiser and two destroyers instead of by an armed merchant cruiser such
as Rawalpindi, recently sunk by Scharnhorst. This would present no great problem. Perhaps a
little longer before they could get at the convoy, but now a more worthy trio of scalps than a
cumbersome 16-knot merchant ship armed with antiquated 6" guns? The gunnery officer was
giving aiming instructions when the for'ard turret reported its inability to turn. jammed!

For seconds his blood ran cold, and then his brain cleared, remembering recent exercises when
an electromagnetic solenoid failed in the centre gun circuit and its locking pin had remained in
place. His first mechanic bridged the solenoid and the great turret moved on to the two
'destroyers' while the after turret's three big guns elevated to accommodate Exeter, just
identified from aloft and registering through the rangefinder at 20,600 metres. Both British
'destroyers' were diverging considerably and were several hectometres more distant.Hearts leapt
throughout the pocket battleship as an ear shattering crash of thunder shook her end to end,
spears of livid flame lanced up through rolling bursts of angry black cordite smoke, and both
triple turrets hurled their 670-pound projectiles at 10-mile-distant enemies, aiming to land
where the ships were calculated to be in 70 seconds.
She now had no observation plane and had to await her fall of shot to make corrections. Before
her third salvo was in the air it had been learned the little ships were not destroyers but
Leander-class cruisers, probably Ajax and Achilles, but still an air of assurance pervaded all
action stations. Both turrets were now swinging rapidly to concentrate on Exeter, whose 8"
gunnery appeared to be more effective than previously considered possible.
Opening fire at 0620, Captain Bell in Exeter, gave permission for Y turret to disregard his two
aircraft, which were preparing to launch; and within minutes all six 8" guns were banging and
recoiling in deafening crescendo, quickly reducing elevation as both big ships bore down on
each other at more than 50 miles an hour in total.

The third salvo straddled "Spey' promising results if nothing drastically altered but, just as both
aircraft prepared to catapult, one of a six 11" straddle landed short amidships, detonating in a
crashing fury of splinters which screamed inboard, killing most of Exeter's starboard torpedo-
tubes' crew, two men in a tweendeck damage-control party, and cutting essential gunnery-
control circuitry. Moments later an 11" delayed-action projectile pierced the deck behind B turret,
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- all ships keep clear - 0620 AR. 'CQ means all stations....de GEBT from ships callsign...... Letters
AR mean end of message.
On Achilles' bridge Jack Robertshaw looked aft to where excited hands pointed as three 50-foot-
high white columns of smoke and water reared when an 11" salvo of HE crashed into our
creaming wake 100 yards astern. A nod of affirmation from Captain Parry and Navi ordered a turn
towards the enemy, maintaining the new course for a few minutes before asking for 'Starboard
ten' to bring us back on station while all guns fired in concentration with those of our Flagship.

A and B turrets steadily increased their rate of fire as the range closed, blasting red-tongued
balls of greyish-brown smoke at high elevation as all four for'ard guns recoiled and immediately
thrust forward for reloading, leaving the acrid stench of burnt cordite to be whipped back in our
self-made wind, infiltrating our upperworks and being sucked into the ship's air conditioning
ducts every seven seconds.
X and Y turrets trained as far forward as their design allowed, crashing away rapid bursts of
gunfire whenever able to aim. At about 0630 our two light cruisers' combined 6" attack seemed
to be worrying the enemy so much that he swung both turrets away from Exeter, straddling Ajax
with three successive salvoes and heaving up huge pillars of water on either side of Harwood's
Flagship without causing serious damage. ''Spee's'' 5.9s were falling astern and short, or whining
overhead continually, apparently incapable of being corrected for inaccuracy.

Having followed Ajax off to starboard when she
came under heavy fire, we, as the Ist Division,
turned back to port in furtherance of Commodore
Harwood's initial policy of 'Attack', still firing as
fast as our guns could load - so fast, in fact, that
the long weapons overheated, swelled, and stuck
on recoil. Gunners with heavy boots kicked the
inert breech-blocks, called them names not found
in gunnery manuals, and found the treatment
worked. The grip eased and guns ran out to their
loading position.

In the control top all hands had squeezed
themselves into their confined space high aloft
where enemy movements could be observed and
corrections made to keep our gunners on target.

Commissioned Gunner Watt's previous dedication
to the mysteries of ordnance was now being
tested beyond his moments of past reverie in
which he'd visioned duels with ships of
comparable gunpower. But this time there would
be no illusions; in the rush from his cabin aft he'd
heard the shouts of "Spey', had clambered over

torpedo-tubes already trained outboard, and retaliated to torpedomen's banter with high-spirited
profanity. Now, having had communications tested with turrets, bridge, and the gunnery computer
centre deep below, he'd spared a moment to view the enemy through his glasses, thinking to
himself- 'What a lovely ship the Scheer is ... A thing of grace and power coming toward us in the
early morning sun.' He looks at the ship's Gunnery Officer, Lieutenant Dicky Washburn, reports
'DCT ready, , and returns his grin of confidence.
In the distance, at 20,000 yards, six tongues of flame penetrate rolling heavy black smoke along
the pocket battleship's length, and we wait. It will be a full minute before either side can know the
result. Seconds drag. Men glance at wristwatches. The minute has gone. One second, 2. 3 ... and
then huge columns of dirty smoke and water are thrashing upwards between us and Ajax. A miss,
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but the range is perfect.
In A turret, Bill McKenzie occupies a portion of the little cubbyhole allocated to his position of
turret trainer. Crammed in beside him are Arnold Stacey, gunlayer, and Jimmy Bault, sightsetter,
all being surrounded by instruments, wheels, and repeater dials. Bill has just finished telling his
mates that they have the doubtful distinction of being closer to the enemy than anyone else on
board, and Arnold in his slow but comfortable manner replies to the effect that he can think of a
number of places he'd rather be, even if they aren't so distinctive. They look back towards Chiefy
Boys, their Turret Gunner's Mate, and Bing Brooking, Turret Control Officer; signify all circuits
operating correctly, and turn to pay attention to their individual jobs.

Looking forward past X and Y turrets. A and B turrets have just fired.
All ships are firing now . . . ''Spee's'' six 11". and eight 5.9s, Exeter's six 8", and our two light
cruisers' combined twelve 6". We know we shall have to pound and pound the enemy with rapid
gunfire if she is to be dominated, but a single successful salvo from her can immobilise any one
of us.

At our torpedo tubes, already trained outboard in readiness, Inky McNichol is watching the
enemy's distant gun-flashes, commenting with the tube-crew about the swishing sound of
''Spee's'' secondary armament shells going over, and the sharp hard crack of time-fused missiles
bursting in the air while dull heavy roars accompany huge spouts of water when the odd ones
explode nearby. Sometimes they shout between our own crashing salvoes, drawing attention
from port A/A gunners around P I and P2 on the boomdeck overhead, to smoke and flames '
seen on Exeter, who is taking severe punishment from the enemy’s big guns.

"Spey' may be thinking the light cruisers are retiring out of range when we deploy according to
plan. The enemy turns all her main armament onto Exeter; but now we are in position and have
turned to go in for our attack. She hesitates, undecided whether to keep her big turrets on the 8"
cruiser or to engage each ship in turn.

Again, near-misses burst in our immediate vicinity to thump powerful shockwaves against our
hull, visibly springing it inwards to the consternation of those below, spurting water from
fractured pipes, shattering glass fittings and crockery, and inciting old hands to ribald
exclamations uttered to encourage any who may be apprehensive. We all are. But everywhere
throughout the ship, older men embolden youngsters who respond with cheerful bravado,
wisecracking between continual concussions from our rapid salvoes while laying out firehoses
and equipment in readiness for damage or injury.
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Loud cheers sweep through all compartments when someone says "Spey' has her after-turret out
of action; followed shortly by sympathetic remarks as we learn that Exeter is being pummelled
unmercifully smoke and flames seen in many places, and then a burst amidships, rising higher
than the others, bringing down her aerials and rendering her unable to communicate by radio.

From up in our DCT where the drama is being followed, information goes below, constantly
correcting aim while "Spey' twists and turns behind smoke. We know we are hitting him, and as
we go in closer for more impact, our guns are firing at an average of eight salvoes a minute.
Harwood has ordered Concentration Fire, developing a most harassing barrage, which must be
scoring.

During this onslaught the little plane is seen catapulting off Ajax between gunflashes from her
after turrets, which are firing on maximum forward bearing. Telegraphist Stennett in the control
tower reports: 'No signals from the aircraft, sir,' although it is up high and being fired at by
''Spee's'' A/A guns. A message comes from aft that Exeter has a turret out of action and is on fire.
We can see her.

But then ''Spee's'' big guns are seen turning on us. Distant flashes through black smoke, and soon
the whine and whirrrhhh of 670-pound projectiles passing overhead. We manoeuvre to throw her
aim off and, as we watch, columns of white water and smoke rear out of our curling bow-wave just
right of the bridge. red-hot metal fragments crash through armour plate, spattering the Control
and tearing through the flesh of men, who cry out in mortal agony.

Neville Milburn feels a jolting stab. He slumps, hearing the loud crash and opening his mouth to
exclaim, but making no sound as everything around him blurrs. He drowses into an enveloping
dizziness. His headphones clatter as he sinks unconscious. The other wireless operator, Frank
Stennett, raises his hands to his shattered head, topples through the manhole, and lands on the
rangetakers below. Milburn has now fallen through the same hatch and lies on top of him. The
Sergeant of Marines, as Assistant Spotting Officer, half-rises to his feet and falls forward with a
moan

Eddie Shirley is standing on a stool, his head and glasses above the Control roof for better vision
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as he checks our distance from Ajax. His legs buckle and he collapses with a cry of surprise on
to the DCT deck where Guns sways, shaking his gory head over our Rate Officer. He, Nippy
Watts, grabs the first aid bag and digs out a roll of lint which Lieutenant Washbourn immediately
starts to doctor himself with, leaving Nippy to administer to others in worse condition.

Sergeant Trimble has now recovered sufficiently to help as they made a pad to put on Milburn,
whose neck-pulse still beats, but, as they pull him out straight, he chokes, coughs blood, and
dies. Shirley lies inert, bleeding copiously from face and thigh wounds. They apply pads, and
then have to return to their posts where Guns, with his head self- bandaged, is ordering 'Single
ship control', having been told by the newly arrived telegraphist that both W/T circuits are out.

As Nippy resumes his duties he glances at Sergeant Trimble, whose face shows deathly white,
but the marine is clinging to his glasses, slumped in his seat, badly hurt but still exerting full
capability.

All turrets are again firing steadily, and it is obvious that in spite of ordered corrections, shots
are falling in the same place.

'What the hell's wrong down there!' to the sightsetter, from an irate Rate Officer.

The director-layer, Nutty Maycock, yells to the man on his left, 'Hey Archie, are you all right!' No
answer from the sightsetter, who sits at his post gripping his control wheels. There never will be
an answer.

'Shaw's out, sir,'from our Layer, who lifts his lifeless mate under the armpits, shifting him away
from the instrument so that Ordinary Seaman Rogers can take over the job, a crucially important
one that controls range-corrections for all turrets. Petty Officer Headen stays at his shoulder,
telling Rogers what to do as he settles in beside the dead Sightsetter, but soon it is clear the
young OD has learned his basic gunnery well; flashes about the pocket battleship are indicating
direct hits.

Seaman Gunner Harry Beesley's action station on P- 14" HA gun left much to be desired in a
battle such as this. The guns had no shields, and Harry felt rather naked as he urged his mates
to take whatever cover the gun-mount afforded: 'Come on, Ian, get behind the bloody gun before
we catch some of these splinters.' A salvo from the pocket battleship landed short as he spoke.
He'd just moved behind Ian Grant when the young OD coughed and slid to the deck with a steel
fragment through his chest. He needed no more help, he never knew what hit him; but another
man lay in immense pain with wounded thighs and a red-hot splinter embedded in his backside.
This man, Ordinary Seaman Marra, did need attention. To get him to Sick Bay quickly, Harry
Beesley hoisted him on to his back with the wounded man I s arms over his shoulders, face
alongside his ear, and off they went in this crouched position to the nearest hatch. Here he
turned round to go down the -steel ladder backwards, not realising Marra's butt-end stuck out so
far until he backed the lad's wounded part straight on to the hatch-coaming.
'OWW, YOU BASTARD HARRY, 0 FOR CHRIST'S SAKE. . .'The poor lad passed out cold, but within
moments and with unheard humble apologies he was deposited gently in the Sick Bay to be
treated professionally.
On the bridge, splinters slashed through Captain Parry's calves, bringing him down, hanging on
to the binnacle. Chief Yeoman Martinson also went down with both legs smashed, soon to be
carried below while his duties devolved on to Yeoman Robertshaw, who was standing nearby at
the time. Reasoning Robin Hood to be the only one credited with putting a missile through the
same hole made by his first shot, the new Chief stood henceforth by the hole made by the
splinter which had crippled Lincoln Martinson.
Navi still called for course alterations when ''Spee's'' salvoes fired, and now asking Jack
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Robertshaw, 'Where's the Captain!' he received the reply 'I think he's gone, sir,' - meaning down
to the Sick Bay, by stretcher. This Lieutenant Cowburn misinterpreted to mean that the Captain
had been killed, and he sent for Nickabit, who rushed up top in time to help Parry back on to his
highchair, where a sick-bay Tiffy ignored Skip's rank and remonstrations while he tendered first
aid. Others in the Health Department scrambled about our director top, easing bodies and
wounded out, taking those injured below and laying the dead out on our bridge.

Electric power-leads were severed and the control was being rotated by hand, a strenuous task
as it twisted and turned continually. We were being straddled again from time to time, but Skip's
uncanny manoeuvring repeatedly saved us from being hit as he snaked along while keeping
mean station on Ajax, dodging ''Spee's'' heavy 11" armour-piercing and HE projectiles as they
landed every minute to send up great pinnacles of erupting metal and water.

A signal strains at the Flagship's top yard. We acknowledge. Up goes the Execute and both light
cruisers turn behind dense banks of smoke, altering course at speed and charging back through
our own shelter with all turrets able to bear, crashing out salvoes now at almost nine to the
minute from barrels already stripping burnt paint. More smoke-floats are brought topsides from
storage by willing hands including the chief cook and a team of stokers.
Down in our boiler-rooms after each broadside, stokers are leaping forward to check that all
sprayers still burn, re-flashing those put out by gunblast, growing accustomed to the mounting-
roar of forced draught fans, the furious blast of large fuel-sprayers, and the scream of the turbo
feed-pump. Wincing at times when long flames leap out, but ready at a finger-lift to douse

sprayers when boiler pressure rises too
high, to flash others as required by their
Chief, while continually ensuring that
burners on the combustion tubes
remain clean.
We were already well in excess of
Achilles' rated 72,000 horsepower and
were still working up, turbo fans whining
with their increased speed and
propellers revolving faster and ever
faster.

Thirty knots had come and gone; both
light cruisers were exceeding 33 when
Ajax took her first direct hit. The 11"
delay-action missile struck her after-
superstructure, penetrated at an acute
angle for 40 feet and then passed

through several cabins and X turret trunk before wrecking the gunhouse machinery and
exploding in Commodore Harwood's sleeping quarters. Part of the projectile drilled into Y
turret's rotation track to stick fast and jam it from turning. Both turrets were thus put out of
action, rendering four guns inoperative, many of their gunners being killed or wounded.

At 0640, while making a large alteration of course to fire her port torpedoes, Exeter suffered
considerably more damage when two 11" shells crashed on board, one wrecking A turret and the
other bursting below amidships, where it caused extensive damage and started fierce fires. For
a minute she disappeared in smoke and flame and it was thought she had gone, but moments
later she emerged and re-entered the fight. Only her after-turret now remained in action as she
hauled round to launch all port torpedoes, after which she continued to engage with Y turret, her
two remaining guns. Captain Bell told Commander Robert Graham of his intention to ram the
enemy while the engines were still delivering full power, but before the outcome of this idea
could be digested, along with the open-mouthed Commander's adam's-apple, "Spey' made
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smoke and altered course to avoid both light cruisers' hall of 6" rapid fire.
Then a further shell crashed through Exeter's navigating office, armament, office, and RCO,
killing five telegraphists and continuing downwards to burst on S-I A/A gun, where it killed or
wounded its crew and detonated 4" HE cartridges in the ready-use lockers. In spite of all the
carnage, damage-control parties fought raging fires, forcing access through twisted bulkhead
doors and explosion debris, feeling their way through smokeladen darkened compartments
where a fall into gaping shell-holes could mean frightful injury or death, and cutting escape
routes in bulkheads to free injured men from blazing traps on the far side.

HMS Exeter Heavy Cruiser.

For'ard compartments filled
when seas deluged inwards
through a large hole from an
11" hit on the waterline under
Exeter's foc's'le, and now she
ploughed along down at the
head and listing, with the
triaditic stay shot away
between her masts, which
swayed dangerously every time
she altered course or pitched

through low waves.

Just before Ajax catapulted her Seafox, which jigged and danced on its cradle while being
buffeted by blast from X and Y turrets as they fired forward, Pilot Officer Lt Lewin and his
observer Lt Kearney sat tensed-up waiting to be launched when Kearney noticed his W/T set
was tuned to reconnaissance wave instead of gunnery-spotting wave. No time to make
adjustments now, so he waited until airborne and then signalled the flag-deck visually to warn
the 2nd W/T office of the error; but his message was never passed on, and major phases of the
action were fought without fall-of-shot reports from above.

When this mischance was later corrected and spotting reports came through about 0654, 6"
falls were signalled at the time when Achilles was adopting individual control. Her gunnery
landed short because of the dead sightsetter until young Rogers took over and set things right
once more. The spotting plane didn't know this, and kept reporting I shorts'. Ajax thought her
splashes were being reported 'short' and
corrected, thus putting her next lot of salvoes hundreds of yards over before her rangefinders

discovered what was causing
those long minutes of erratic
shooting by both cruisers.
armament continued to be
inaccurate and ragged, while
our fire straddled repeatedly.

Left HMNZS Achilles seen
from HMS Ajax during the
battle.

At 0710 Commodore Harwood
altered course once more
towards the enemy, and with our
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boilers producing 10,000 horsepower more than the 72,000 for which they'd been designed, we
raced in with only our for"ard turrets able to bear. Seemingly intent on finishing her off, the
pocket battleship steered for Exeter, but our light cruisers' combined A and B turrets worried the
German so much she was forced to haul round on to a nor'west course to bring both her big
turrets on to Ajax and Achilles, now only five miles distant and closing rapidly. Ladder-type 11"
salvoes straddled Ajax without hitting, ''Spee's'' secondary
Attack with torpedoes' flew at the Flagship's upper yard, but just when Torps sensed his moment
of glory, Ajax fouled the range by turning across our line of fire to launch hers, being hit aft by
the shell which put her X and Y turrets out of action.

Only four miles distant and swinging to comb the Flagship's torpedoes with her stern, the
enemy's for'ard turret and port and starboard 5.9s went off target, but ours now crashed along
her length with full impact about her upperworks. Again she altered course, and at 0731
launched torpedos. These were immediately tracked by the spotting-plane, whose message
alerted Ajax: 'Torpedoes approaching. They will pass ahead of you.' Harwood took no chances,
ordering both ships on to a direct-approach course which further decreased the range while
lessening the rate of fire when our after-turrets could see nothing but a propeller-torn Atlantic. In
addition, a hoist in Ajax's B turret now ceased to function and she lost the use of that gun,
leaving her with only three operable 6".

Washbourn's DCT was still feeding data down through the TS computer to all Achilles' turrets,
whose crews slaved lightheartedly, swinging loading-trays into line with open breeches, ramming
100pound delay-action Common Pointed Ballistic Capped projectiles up the barrel, shoving in
heavy cylindrical cordite bags with guncotton igniters attached, inserting firing-tubes which
appropriate numbers wore in belts around their waists like American cowboys, and levering
breech-bolts shut while layers, trainers, and setters applied corrections before turret-gunners
pressed I gun-ready' buttons. When all indicator lights showed in the control, Washbourn
squeezed a pistol grip which made electric contacts activating each gun's firing-tube, igniting
guncotton to ensure instantaneous total burning of the big cordite charge, whose explosion
could escape only through each long rifled barrel, hurling fast-spinning missiles away before the
clap of thunder, flash of lightning, and rolling dark cloud accompanying every burst of gunfire.

And in this manmade Atlantic storm, where booming peals of thunder rolled from the distant
enemy, or crashed violently in a crescendo of our own full broadsides, turret crews rose above
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figure groups decypherable only by
navy signal staff Having received our
twin-coded message the Ambassador
would send it on by cable.

A lull in the fighting turret
crew take a breather.

Our '48' transmitter 20kw silica valves
glowed white-hot with cooling
systems jetting air to stop their
envelopes from melting. Heavy brass
relays clattered in rhythm with Peter
Trent's swiftly operated Morse key: CT
CWM de GEBT QTC2 AR, which told
Montevideo we had two messages.
GEBT SP AS3. We'd called at 0815,
one of the half-hourly silent periods
wherein, by international law, all ships
and stations listen for three minutes for distress calls. Three minutes to wait, and then the
Uruguayan operator morsed GEBT de CWM QRA IMI, thus asking for the name of our ship.
No amount of Q-coded arguing would make him accept a message before he knew our name,
even an attempt to tell him it was unnecessary as payments were to be 'Collect Ambassador'.
Useless to argue further, so a very fast Warship Achilles in Morse by Peter, which undoubtedly
confirmed to the eavesdropping pocket battleship the identity of one of his antagonists. Both
messages were then received and acknowledged by CWM; the ambassador must have paid the
collect fee, and two hours later Whitehall Navy Radio England broadcast their text to all naval
ships and establishments Atlantic and South Atlantic.

At 0912 Ajax recovered her aircraft and shadowing resumed while W/T messages were directed
to Cumberland, ordering her to join forthwith from Falkland Islands, where she was refitting.
Captain W. H. G. Fallowfield needed no invitation however as his 10,000-ton County-class
cruiser was flying flags recalling all boats in Stanley Harbour, while her stokers flashed boilers in
preparation to gatecrash our party. Her radio operators had been receiving patchy bits of battle
messages, somewhat unintelligible but sufficient to make Cumberland prepare for sea. By 1000
she left on the 1200-mile dash to the area off River Plate. Meantime Exeter had been instructed
by Ajax's Seafox to rejoin Ist Division for the proposed night's entertainment, when her
torpedoes -would be most welcome; and Captain Bell was trying, to coax more speed out of his
mangled ship to comply.
On board Achilles about mid-forenoon, the ship was in second degree of readiness with
guncrews closed up and those not immediately required gathering about the upper decks for a
breather, discussing the action briefly but more concerned about the next move. Ajax could be
seen with Y turret jammed in maximum forward starboard bearing. We knew her X turret to be
out of action, and had heard that one gun in B turret was out, thus leaving her with only three 6"
operable. Exeter's damage put her in the casualty department, which basically left us, in boxing
parlance, 'In the right-hand corner, weighing 100lbs per gun, against Hermann Scheer in the
left-hand corner, weighing in at 670lbs per gun'. He was armour plated to withstand much
heavier punches than ours, while we felt comparatively naked. But ... an hour and 40 minutes of
fierce fighting had seen him refusing to re-enter the ring, while we were chasing along fully
capable.

After Milton Hill left P-2 A/A gun to go below and enquire from sick-bay how the casualties were,
he quietly thanked God that 'S cheer' was pulling out. Disorder and wreckage lay everywhere,
split pipes gushing water which flooded for'ard messdecks, broken glass and woodwork mingling
with a shambles of mess-gear and crockery, sodden loaves of bread, opened jam-tins, rows of
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lockers knocked over and lying flat instead of upright, almost all lights out, and a sense of
desolation. He thought to himself, 'We're bloody lucky. What would those hits on Exeter have
done to us?

Just then perhaps a reminder when, at 1005, Achilles encroached within the 30,000 yards
tolerated by "Spey' Colin Malcolm came tearing down from the warm sunshine and invigorating
breeze up top, where he'd been tracing a fault in our after searchlight. Puffs of heavy smoke still
lingered near the German, who had turned to aim both turrets. Three 11" shells splashed short
and threw up tall water columns without causing overmuch concern. The next three crashed
much closer, clearing decks and upperworks of all spectators and calling for heavy helm and
thick rolling black funnel smoke behind which we accelerated back out of range as the distant
gun-claps reached our ears. Wherever one
went now, there could be heard
complimentary remarks about Captain Parry
and Guns.

Achilles damage to B Turret.

And at 1104, while telescopes and long-range
binoculars focussed on a merchantman
blowing off white steam near the speeding
enemy, our RNZAF ground-crew wireless
mechanic Corporal Bernie Willis sat at the
Main W/T 500kc/s receiver with his finger on
the attention buzzer. The big German warship
was transmitting: CT GVBK de DTGS = Please
pick up lifeboats of British steamer = GVBQ
de DTGS Please pick up lifeboats of British
steamer.
In our coding office the signal form was
having the callsigns decoded and written in.
We knew GVBK to be Achilles, looked up the
book to confirm GVBQ as Ajax's international
callsign, and found DTGS to be Graf Spee. GRAF SPEE? The ship we'd been engaging since
dawn as Admiral Scheer was her sister ship Graf Spee! Neither cruiser replied to the German
message, and when visually signalled by Ajax, the 5000ton British cargo vessel Shakespeare
reported herself unharmed and not in need of assistance.
Was the signal a ruse to delay the cruisers? Probably not, as it turned out later, when we learned
that Captain Langsdorff changed his mind about sinking Shakespeare only after reflecting that

it might cause anti-German
reaction from the Uruguayan
Government when he entered
Montevideo.

About this time Exeter's radio
branch managed to make contact
with Ajax, reporting a 'maximum
speed of 18 knots, compartments
forward of No. 14 bulkhead
flooded, one 4"", and one 8" gun in
Y turret available in local control.'
Commodore Harwood immediately
ordered her to detach and make
for Falkland Islands.
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And on our flagdeck at 1543, signalmen were bending on hoists to signal Ajax: Flag N, tackline,
numerals 2,9,,7,: amplified by semaphore as a possible Hipper type of 8" cruiser.
Six minutes of trepidation follow as we raise speed while closing with men racing to action
stations; and then a wave of relief throughout the ship as the 'enemy' answers our 'What ship?'
Signal lamp challenge. Back comes the answer from several miles: 'SS Delane bnd Buenos Aires.'
When we settle back once more on station with our enemy report negated, Graf Spee looks less
forbidding, and as Lieutenant Washbourn wrote much later, 'On the starboard bow we sighted a
ship ... to our horror details came up which in turn made us more certain that it was a Hipper. I
had only a few days previously drawn her silhouette myself When there was no doubt I told the
Captain. The bridge agreed sadly. We made an enemy report ... Reprieve came as an anticlimax
when the unmistakable foc's'le of a merchant ship rose above the horizon.'

For the next three hours Graf Spee continued on her westerly course without interruption while
we followed along, peacefully waiting for darkness in which to carry out Commodore Harwood's
proposed night attack with torpedoes. Damage-control parties were clearing away much of the
tweendecks d6bris; LTOs and their mates clambered about the Director mending severed power
and communication leads; Artificers fixed broken waterpipes; seamen cleared their messdecks
while stewards looked dumbfounded at the wreckage in officers cabins.
And now, as Captain Parry asks for minimal helm to bring his ship more astern of his quarry,
someone is yelling down our companion hatch that land has been sighted. Dropping mops and
squeegees; we race up top to learn that it is Punta del Este, and we are as excited as Captain
Cook's Young Nick must have been when he sighted East Cape, New Zealand's Punta del Este.

Another hour goes by until the sun drops lower in western skies and we edge in closer with guns
and torpedoes ready for an attack before she reaches neutral water; but Langsdorff has studied
naval history and is wise to old navy tricks, as we see when he turns quickly at 1915 and heaves
two salvoes at Ajax, 26,000 metres distant. The first falls on line 200 metres short. The second
would have crashed inboard had she maintained course, but Ajax lies over to port with a rolling
cloudbank of funnel-smoke hiding her as she turns while increasing revolutions to see upheavals
in her wake while she scampers for safe distance.

Commodore Harwood, now convinced that Langsdorff intends to enter the Plate, takes his
flagship south around Banco Ingles to forestall the enemy should he decide to break out through
the channel west and south of the wide sandbank. He instructs Parry to follow Spee if she
continues on her westerly course when past Lobos Island, 12 miles south of Punta del Este.

It is now sunset, and the streamlined pocket battleship silhouettes beautifully from our position
under land-shadow 10 miles to her north-west, where Captain Parry has manoeuvred himself by
speeding in between Lobos and the headland. There is still reasonable daylight, though cars are
flashing headlights from the Cape and along the five-mile-distant shore.
Harry Beesley and several others run aft on to their trembling quarterdeck to see a sight they'll
never forget: our propellers and the ship's 7200-ton thrusting through the channel's shallow
water at 30 knots create a massive following wave which rolls along after us like the gigantic
rooster's-tall of a racing powerboat, rearing to such a height that those on the quarterdeck look
up steeply, amazed as it wells out from our stern to spread on either side with crests of tumbling
mudstained foam. If the ship could stop instantly, that great tidal wave would engulf Achilles.

It appears that this latter part of the action has attracted many spectators and, unfortunately,
their cars. Headlights along the shore with other illuminations possibly allow Graf Spee to detect
our stealthy approach, and at 2048 when we race past Punta Negra, guns in her huge turrets
wave like a robot's arms elevating whilst training on to our blurred outline. Corrections relay
through her control positions, additional allowances being added for wear throughout the
morning's fight . And then she lurches under her own heavy recoil, thunder rolls across a grey to
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quicken the heartbeats of excited Uruguayans watching her vivid gunflashes through
enveloping- bursts of cordite smoke.
Before her second salvo fires, our high-angled 6" rifles crack and bang in swift reply. In our
control top Dick Washbourn talks into his transmitter mouthpiece 'SHOOT An almost unfamiliar
carslapping multiple gunclap; brilliant illuminating flashes through wind-whipped clouds of
blackness in the gloom a few seconds pause while successive gun-ready lights glow red in the
darkened DCT ... then again SHOOT Another severe elbow-jolt; spurts of flame; tumbling black
cloud ... indicator lights... SHOOT Two more ... then firing ceases. it is 2056 and Spee's falls of
shot have been uncomfortably close. But the enemy still doesn't like our flurries of rapid gunfire,
especially those later reported by the French liner Formose to be causing a fire at the base of
the big warship's funnel, as we get away under cover of our thick bank of funnel smoke.
Coming round again we find her too far ahead for accurate gunnery, and we increase speed to
close the range while ever ready to alter course when she fires. This she does at 2132, 2140, and
2143, but Captain Parry holds permission to retaliate.
We are now inside Uruguyan territorial water. At 2200 we have attained full power and are only
five miles from Graf Spee. Davis-Goff is almost glowing in his eagerness to try his luck with
torpedoes; born in Renwicktown, Marlborough, in 1905, he'd joined as a seaman boy in August
1921 and worked his way through till now he is our torpedo officer. All day long we'd been silently
wishing him off the bridge as he urged Skip to take him in 'close enough'. He missed an
opportunity when Ajax got in the way in the main battle, and now we really felt sorry for him as
the lights of Montevideo drew closer and Graf Spee's radio screamed morse on 500kc/s,
informing Montevideo radio and all interested parties that she was entering harbour.
Montevideo Radio receipted Graf Spee's entering port message, wished her good evening and
closed the conversation, while we stooged about outside in semi-bewilderment until
Commodore Harwood ordered us to withdraw, 'to patrol the area from the Uruguayan Coast to a
line 120' from English Bank ... Ajax to cover the southern area, and both ships to move back to
cover their respective estuary areas at dawn.'
Those aboard Achilles who slept that night, slept fitfully.

Notice Put Up by the Gunnery Officer After the Battle
TO:Whom it may concern. FROM: Gunnery Officer H.M.S.
Achilles. NewYear's Eve 1939.
The Target Practice carried out A.M. and PMWednesday
13th inst. cost Mickey Savage* the sum of 19,284 pounds 3
shillings and 1 pence That's all.

* Michael J Savage Prime Minister of New Zealand

To the victor the spoils. Captured German Naval Ensign
flying on Achilles
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HMNZS Achilles passes the wreck of the Graf Spee

.


